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June 2013
President’s Message
400 ppm and Other “Win-Wins”
Comox Valley Nature has just wrapped up the last of
the Rachel Carson Memorial lectures. For the last
lecture I took special care to invite Marlene Smith –
largely because she is possibly the most prominent
environmental activist in the Comox Valley. For these
lectures we invited women with science backgrounds to
showcase the important role that women have come to
play in the environmental science community, since the
publication of Silent Spring.
Marlene’s last take-home message was simple and
interesting, because it reflects the point we have come to
in our relationship with the state of nature. After
reviewing the facts associated with the proposed
privatization of part of Strathcona Park to meet the
commercial interests of a high-end resort in Bedwell
Sound, the demands of the organisms that inhabit and
make the Bedwell valley what it is are stretched to the
limit and cannot be bartered away to high-impact “ecotourism.”
Simply, we can no longer compromise when it comes
to the protection of nature. The right to unlimited
recreation can no longer outweigh and compromise
unconstrained biological evolution without incurring
serious ecological costs which we and the rest of the
biosphere will bear for generations to come. Unlimited
recreation and development are cumulative constraints
that usurp the rights of nature.
Over the last 30 years we have come to expect and
accept the practice of negotiating “deals” that purport to
cater to the interests of all sides, and ultimately fail
nature. We have accepted a tiresome litany of “winwins”.
The true cost of these many pyrrhic victories
are the thousand cuts that have allowed us to avoid the
reality of actual consequences. Win-wins are mirages
that people who have never learnt from history are
doomed to repeat. Famous Canadian win-wins include
the entire history of the “Indian treaties”, “Residential
Schools”, “Metis Settlements” and more recently
“Clayoquot Sound Land-use Decision” – in all of these
both parties were to get something, but ultimately only

the party with a continuing interest in development won
out.
The result of the win-win mirage is the recent nonnews that on May 15 the planet reached a new critical
CO2 plateau at 400ppm. The last time CO2 was around
this level was probably in the mid-Pliocene, 2 to 4
million years ago.
This does have the scientific community seriously
concerned. It is in keeping with what climatologists
have been forecasting for the last 3 decades. More
importantly, it is all in keeping with the falsehood and
counter-productivity of the “win-win” mirage, which
suggests we can increase consumption sustainably.
Countless environmental documents tell us that
ultimately decisions should be based on political, not
scientific interests. Scientists have to learn to be
political. We simply don’t listen to what science tells us,
because we can make political deals. Political deals tell
us we can actually have our cake and eat it. Just like
Harry Potter, we can escape reality through the “win-win
quicksilver mirage.” This is as toxic as quicksilver, and
as paralysing as mercury.
It is time that CVN return to its roots to the wonderful
women activists who passionately gave us a rich
environmental legacy. There are no win-wins. As Melda
Buchanan knew, and our various lecturers reminded us
– the times for compromise and its delusions are over.
Science does predict impacts quite accurately. We
compromise and prevaricate politically only at the
biosphere’s and the next generation’s expense.
Loys Maingon (RPBio)
President, Comox Valley Nature

Sharon Niscak photo
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MEMBERSHIP
Single $30, Family $40 (Life $300)
Junior 12-18 $10, Student age 18-22

springwalk2@yahoo.com
TRIP LIST
Suggestions for trips welcomed: Dave Robinson
250-339-3601. Fran at franew@shaw.ca
Liason CVEC
Liason CVCS

Murray Little

NEWSLETTER:
Deadline November newsletter: November 1,
2013
Newsletters are published: November, March and
June. The newsletter is e-mailed to members.
Available at monthly meetings.
($5.00 per year if mailed).
Articles are welcomed: natural history, trips,
unusual sightings, etc.
MEETINGS
Regular monthly meetings are held 3rd Sunday of the
month at 7:00 p.m. in the Florence Filberg Centre, 411
Anderton Avenue, Courtenay.

June meeting: potluck at member’s house
No meeting July, August and December

$15

Mail cheques to Sue Martell, 251–3399 Crown
Isle Drive, Courtenay, BC, V9N 9X7
Receipts at meeting or send SASE
Membership due January 1st.
If not paid by February 28th, names are struck
off the CVNS and BC Nature lists. New
members joining after September will have
their membership extended to the following
calendar year: January to December.
Change of address, phone number or e-mail:
Please advise Sue Martell, 250-334-2979

Bird meetings are held the first Thursday of the
month 7:00 p.m. at the Filberg Soroptimist Lounge.
For info: Dave Robinson

Botany Meetings:
Botany Meetings are scheduled on the second Monday
of every month at a member’s home, 12:00 pm An email is sent prior to the meeting to confirm
location and topic. Botany walks (weather
permitting) follow the meeting and are also
scheduled at random times. To be included on the
botany list e-mail to kjfran@yahoo.ca or phone
Karin Franzen at 250-334-7737 or Alison Maingon
250-331-0143 alison.maingon@usask.ca
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THE WEIRDNESS OF SPONGES

by Chris Pielou

It's easy to find sponges on our beaches. Look for them on rocks and cobbles submerged in seawater at all
times. They aren't limited to the zone below lowest low tide, however. They thrive in all rock pools that don't dry
up during low tide. They are the most primitive of many-celled animals, and form a phylum of their own, the
Porifera or pored animals. There are numerous species, many of them no more than thin, irregularly shaped mats,
clinging to a smooth surface on a cobble or boulder. Particularly eye-catching are the bright red, orange, or
yellow ones. To confirm that you are indeed looking at a sponge, press it gently with a finger-tip to be sure it
feels spongy: if it does, it is.
Sponges spend their time taking in sea water through numerous tiny pores on their surfaces, extracting the
oxygen and the food (tiny plankton organisms) that they need from it, and then excreting the "used" water
through large, more widely scattered pores. The small pores are usually visible through a magnifier, and the large
ones to the unaided eye.
Shifting water is all a sponge needs to do to stay alive. It needs no organs, no respiratory system, no digestive
system, no circulatory systems (so no blood), and no nervous system (so no nerves). All it does is pump the
water through itself continuously. Whether you call this deadly dull or intensely interesting depends on your
point of view: it's neither of these things to a sponge itself, because it has no nervous system. To a naturalist, it is
one or the other, or sometimes both, alternately. You are, after all, looking at the most primitive many-celled
animal on earth when you gaze at a sponge, and that's noteworthy. The many cells in a sponge are not all alike:
they become modified to perform different activities, but they all start out the same. The protein in the spongy
cells has been given the name spongin, and that's
easy enough to remember.
The only noticeable activity of a sponge consists
in boring holes in clam shells. Old clam shells are
often found riddled with tiny holes made by a sponge
to obtain the lime it needs, in addition to plankton, as
part of its diet. The sponge secretes an acid that
dissolves lime and leaves holes. Old, holey shells
like the one in the drawing are frequently found on
the beach, and this explains what has happened to
them. The sponge neither knows nor cares whether
the clam it is feeding on is alive or dead. All in all, a
sponge is a most unusual animal.
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Canada Day Celebrations at
the Sid Williams Theatre

Dulcie Hamilton CVN Lifetime
Achievement Award

Rufous Hummingbird female in flight T. Thormin

Dulcie Hamilton received the Society’s prestigious
Lifetime Achievement Award at the Filberg Centre on
Sunday, May 19. Over the past five decades Dulcie
actively engaged in stewardship activities throughout
the Comox Valley. On March 3, 1968 Dulcie led a
fieldtrip and has been continuously involved with
Comox Valley Naturalists in numerous capacities.
Dulcie monitored Trumpeter Swans, organized
botanical walks and meetings and often led mushroom
walks and served CVN in many roles.
Norma Morton who previously received the award
noted that Dulice played a key role in preserving Seal
Bay Park. “Dulcie supervised for many years, the
hiring of workers and volunteers for the task of
creating Seal Bay Trails and amenities….She was
untiring and dauntless in her pursuit of this challenge,
making it the beautiful area it is today for so many
residents.”

On July 1st, Canada Day, there is a free concert by
local artists at 7:00 p.m. at the Sid Williams Theatre.
The concert is an annual event and is always preceded
by a short slide show, and this year the Comox Valley
Naturalists have been invited to produce the show. The
show, entitled “Comox Valley Nature, From
Mountains to Seashore”, was produced by Terry
Thormin with help from Jennifer and Robin Harrison,
and highlights the natural beauty of the Comox Valley
and its wildlife through photography by a number of
our members. We encourage all our members to attend
the celebrations at the Sid on July 1st and support this
effort by our society.

Tayless Walk Point Holmes

Terry Thormin

Memorial Somenos Marsh Cleanup
Syd Watts, one of the founders of the Somenos Marsh
Wildlife Society, passed away in May. To celebrate
the memory of Syd the first annual Syd Watts
Memorial Spring Cleanup occurred on June 2nd. The
group planned to rake the trail, put in a few sign posts,
install a bunch of newly engraved boards, and engage
in grass trimming beside and under the boardwalk. Syd
Watts was also a leader in bluebird restoration on
Vancouver Island. Syd will be missed. However, his
work has resulted in a legacy that lives brings
awareness and appreciation for nature. For more info
250 732-0462 or info@somenosmarsh.com

Photo Sharon Niscak

On May 25 John Tayless led an informative and
dynamic walk at low tide to explore Point Holmes.
After a most interesting presentation our group
ventured among the rocks and seaweed to explore our
marine environment.
Among the edible seaweeds and under the rocks,
which we carefully returned to their place, a variety of
starfish, sea cucumbers, midshipman, crab and an
assortment of crustaceans were observed.
Hopefully John Tayless will lead another fascinating
walk next spring. Be sure to place a note on your
calendar for next year’s exploration.
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The Colourful World of
Erineum Maple Mites
When spring breaks out one expects a symphony of
colours associated with early flowers, and then there
are other colours that often go unnoticed. This year,
after a relatively mild winter which avoided any
prolonged deep cold periods, young 3 to 5 lobed
Douglas maple (Acer glabrum) leaves around the
valley were graced with velvety scarlet streaks, which
might induce some to confuse Douglas maples with
their relatives, the more colourful 7 to 9 lobed Vine
maple (Acer circinatum).
These scarlet markings were in fact microscopic hairlike galls, or “erinea”, caused by a variety of Crimson
erineum mites (Aceria aceris) specific to maples
feeding on leaf cells Very little is known about them,
and they appear to have no known predators. Unlike
their cousins the Grape leaf blister mite (Colomerus
vitis), whose predators are known, they are not of real
economic interest and therefore have not been worthy
of extensive research.

Erineum mite (Acer aceris) infestation on Douglas Maple
(Acer glabrum) Tsolum Spirit Park (19 May 2013)

impact. In the west, their impact is considered
negligible. However in both instances, extensive gall
outbreaks cause the leaves to wither and the tree to lose
vigour. As most forms of parasitization, this gall
reduces stem growth, and can have long-term
implications

Acer aceris mite, scanning electron micrograph,
actual size 0.15mm

Our environment is always constantly changing.
Given the current concern with the changes that
climate change will bring about, we know that forest
composition and structure will probably also undergo
radical shifts. Although we know that climate change
will impact coastal glaciers and alpine regions, changes
are also to be expected at lower elevations.
The size of populations of mites and other gallforming organisms and their impact are dependent on
temperature and humidity shifts, as well as the timing
of these variations in annual weather and decadal
climate.
These economically insignificant and
biologically microscopic organisms are the potential
selective forces driving the mechanisms that will shape
huge changes on the landscape about us in this century.
It is therefore very important that we educate the
coming generation to identify and monitor the changes
it will need to adapt to. As E.O. Wilson once
remarked: “It is the small things that shape the world
about us.” We overlook these small things at our risk
and peril.
Loys Maingon

Acer aceris is a microscopic tubular four-legged
mite with piercing specialized mouthparts with which
it feeds on sap. They overwinter in the shelter of leaf
buds and emerge in the spring. Their feeding
introduces hormones which cause leaf cells to form the
erinea, within which the mites lay their eggs.
In the east, where maples have an important
economic value, these mites are considered to have an

Newsletter Contributions Needed
Your articles for the Newsletter are always
welcome. Please send them to the editor before
the first of the month the newsletter is published.
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Harewood Plain Botany Trip

and was in full bloom – perfect timing. Helen
found interesting Lichens and a plant that we
couldn’t identify – another trip to see it in bloom.
This trip is a must for the botany group for mid
May every year.
Karen Franzen (with Helen Robinson & Sharon)

Remembering Diana Maloff

Harewood Plains photo Sharon Niscak
Ten members braved rain to visit the Harewood Plains.
Fortunately the rain ceased as we climbed up the hill to
the Plains. We were rewarded with magnificient
displays of Great camas,early camas, spring gold,
monkey flower and sea blush interwoven together
creating a Monet like painting. As we travelled up the
hill we observed displays of trumpet orange
honeysuckle,
Sitka
columbines,
Scouler’s
popcornflower, Nootka rose, shooting star, violets,
flowering arbutus, Saskatoon berry, young Garry oak
and then the plant we hoped to find. The bog bird’s
foot lotus, Hosackia pinnata.

Longtime member Diana passed away on Saturday,
May 25, at the age of 90. Diana became the
coordinator of the Trumpeter Swan Count, led nature
walks and was an avid birder. She was always willing
to share her knowledge and to assist new birders with
identification.
Diana also led walks for Elder College and at our
schools. Her legacy lives on in the many people she
mentored and encouraged to know birds and nature.
Diana is remembered for her kindness, encouragement
and eagerness to welcome new members and for
sharing her enthusiasm and passion for nature.

BC Nature Event & Requests
Cranbrook Fall General Meeting, hosted by the Rocky
Mountain Naturalists – September 19 -22, 2013.
http://www.bcnature.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2013/05/RegistrationForm.pdf
Sandpiper Decline: Request by Bird Studies
Canada with Simon Fraser University for volunteers
to monitor.
Bird’s foot lotus Photo Sharon Niscak

Apparently there are about one thousand plants
in this area. The bird’s foot lotus likes moist areas

BC Nature featured Comox ValleyNature website at
their Spring Annual Meeting in May and are using it as
a model for the Provincial nature guide.
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Dark Skies

Photo Moon Sharon Niscak
Is there anything more wondrous and awe inspiring
than the beauty of the night sky? Unfortunately there
are many children and adults who have not
experienced the wonder of the night sky. No longer
can we walk on the roads or sail on the water and gaze
upwards and observe the distant stars, picking out the
constellations and enjoy the Milky Way.
Light pollution is defined as artificial light intruding
on the night time setting. It is pronounced around
urban centres diminishing the view of the planets and
stars. Light pollution interferes with the natural night
environment and when it intrudes upon our view of the
sky where we live it is in legal terms “light trespass”.
Although the Comox Valley Regional District does
have a light pollution policy the problem continues to
grow in, not only urban areas but also in the
countryside. According to the National Park Service
“city lights as far as 200 miles away diminish views of
night skies. In addition to reducing the visibility of the
stars and planets light pollution also affects wildlife
and plants.
Research concludes that night lights disorients
migrating birds, nocturnal animals and sea turtles and
interferes with nocturnal flower pollination. Nocturnal
insects such as moths are attracted to light adding to
the destruction of some species. Blue light is especially
problematic.
Light pollution also interferes with the circadian
rhythms that regulate sleep patterns. Low melatonin
levels result and are linked to increased cancer risks.
The Wall Street Journal says “Around the world, the
night sky is vanishing in a fog of artificial light, which
a coalition of naturalists, astronomers and medical
researchers consider one of the fastest growing forms
of pollution, with consequences for wildlife and
people's health”.

An abundance of research indicates that light
pollution increases the risk of breast cancer, disrupts
sleep patterns, and interferes with animal migrations.
Scientists note that songbirds and seabirds are
“captured by searchlights” and circle until they drop.
Migrating birds collide with buildings and insects
attracted to the lights interfere with the feeding patterns
of bats.
The National Geographic concludes that “In a very
real sense, light pollution causes us to lose sight of our
true place in the universe, to forget the scale of our
being, which is best measured against the dimensions
of a deep night with the Milky Way—the edge of our
galaxy—arching overhead.” .
References:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB121692767218982013.
htm
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2008/11/lightpollution/klinkenborg-text/3
http://www.darkskysociety.org/news.cfm
Sharon Niscak

Call for Shorebird Survey
Volunteers
In collaboration with SFU, Bird Studies Canada have
launched a new project to study Western Sandpiper
behaviour and abundance during their southward
migration. Volunteer surveyors will help collect
accurate counts from numerous sites, We are looking
for volunteers to survey sites in Comox, Boundary
Bay, Iona, Tofino and other locations in July and
August.
Please contact Karen Barry
(bcprograms@birdscanada.org) or David Hope

(dhope@sfu.ca)
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The Wetland Restoration
Project Update

The Wetland Restoration Project is an initiative of
Comox Valley Nature to remove invasive plants and
restore native vegetation in the areas adjacent to the
tidal waters of the Courtenay River. This project had
its early roots with a past president of this Society,
Betty Lunam, who tackled the purple loosestife
problem in the Hollyhock Flats area of the estuary with
a handful of dedicated volunteers and not much else.
The project has evolved over the years both in scope
and scale. Funding has been supplied by a variety of
government and
non-governmental organizations.
This has allowed us to secure a contract crew to fight
invasive plants. This is augmented by volunteers from
within our society. This year with a reduced funding
budget we have had to depend on our volunteer base
more than ever. Fortunately they have been up to the
task, and whenever I have sent word out asking for
help they have responded enthusiastically.
Field work for the project started early this spring
with a small prescribed burn in the Courtenay River
Airpark. This technique of burning a meadow attempts
to mimic the methods used by First Nations to manage
Garry Oak ecosystems to produce food such as camas
bulbs. After a couple of false starts due to our fickle
weather we were finally successful in late March in
igniting our sample plots. Following the burn the plots
were seeded with a variety of native plant seed, such as
camas, Hooker's onion and Henderson's checkermallow. The plots will be monitored to see what effect
the burning will have on invasive plants such as
Himalayan blackberry and tansy.
In April we had several general spring clean up work
parties. At these we did a little pruning and removing
of weeds around the native plants that have been

nurtured over the years. Plants were fertilized and
woody debris was placed around some of the plantings.
These large pieces of driftwood serve several purposes.
They protect the planting from being trampled by dogs,
kids, bicycles etc. They also serve to add a little
organic matter to the site. It should be pointed out that
the land portion of the Airpark is almost entirely
composed of trucked-in fill. For those unfamiliar with
its history this was once the site of the Courtenay
Sewage lagoon. The soils are very difficult due to their
lack of organic matter and thus their inability to hold
moisture during the summer drought period. By
adding woody debris we hope to improve this soil and
make it more amenable for native plants.
In early May the Scotch broom started to bloom.
Once again our volunteers came forward to bash the
broom as well as cut the blackberry. With Scotch
broom, control is all about timing. You want to cut it
when its energy is being expended on new foliage and
flowers and before it goes to seed.

Photographs Frank Hovenden

Currently efforts are being put forward to control the
Japanese Knotweed at several spots along the River
Walkway. This is a very difficult plant to control.
Because of its preferred habitat on the banks of the
river, herbicide is out of the question. We are
attempting to control this invasive by continuous
cutting, as well as digging up roots. It is tedious and
difficult however we appear to be gaining the upper
hand on this invasive in certain areas.
This year the Wetland Restoration Project has
received funding from the Comox Valley Regional
District, the City of Courtenay and Ducks Unlimited
Canda. We are grateful to these funders and all our
volunteers from Comox Valley Nature.
Frank Hovenden
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Garry Oak Project
CVN’s Garry Oak projects were reported in the
recent GOERT’s newsletter by Carolyn Masson. The
Garry Oak Ecosystem Recovery Team (GOERT) has
worked to restore and preserve remnants of the once
abundant Garry Oak meadows on the South and East
coast of Vancouver Island. In the past CVN has
worked to preserve remnants of Garry Oaks, and to
introduce the trees into the Airpark in Courtenay.
In the Comox Valley biologists have identified five
distinct genetic Garry Oak populations native to the
Comox Valley, whose closest relatives are as distant as
Redding Califorinia or as nearby as Yellow Point on
Vancouver Island. Regrettably, these populations have
collapsed to less than 1 % of their original distribution.
The Garry Oak restoration program project launched
on Earth Day 2012 has expanded to include the new
Courtenay and Campbell River hospital sites and to
recover and restore Garry Oaks throughout the region .

The planting project gained the support of the Comox
Valley Regional District and the City of Courtenay.
With the support of the City, Garry Oaks and camas
were incorporated into the landscaping of the Airpark,
the Courtenay Railway Station, and the riparian
replanting of a historical property, Medford Meadows,
along the lower Puntledge River.
The drive to recover the presence of these heritage
trees in the Comox Valley led to a second CVN Garry
Oak restoration project. Both municipal staff and
elected politicians have demonstrated a keen interest in
incorporating native oaks into landscaping projects
wherever it is appropriate. This interest reached a
turning point with the announcement of the building of
two new hospitals in Courtenay and in Campbell River.
Jim Gillis and Dr. Maingon negotiated a landscaping
arrangement with Tom Sparrow of the Vancouver
Island Health Authority and the landscape architect
Bob Lilly to plant Garry Oaks at each site (50 in
Courtenay and 50 in Campbell River). In addition, in
order to mitigate the loss of 875 Douglas-firs incurred
with the clearing of the site, the hospital authority and
the regional district agreed to support a campaign to
distribute 1,000 Garry Oaks to the public upon the
opening of the new hospitals in 2017.

Garry oaks on March 10, 2013
In the first phase Loys Maingon acquired 565 four
year old Garry Oaks from the Courtenay population as
part of a larger long-term regional tree health
monitoring project to track climate change impacts.
Originally, the plan was to plant 2,250 Garry Oaks
from three local genetic populations ranging from
Courtenay to Black Creek, on public and private land,
by 2020. The project has proven to be immensely
popular and continues to gain support from private
landowners and regional and municipal governments.
All 565 of the original stock were placed within the
first ten months—and the demand continues to grow.
While the plan was to locate trees only along farm
fence lines, most landowners expressed the wish to rebuild historic Garry Oak groves of between 25-200
trees, with requests to incorporate native camas lilies as
well.

New Garry Oak Nursery
To achieve these targets it was necessary to create a
nursery infrastructure and immediately put some 5,000
acorns, leftover from the first project, into pots. This
was made possible with a Heritage grant of $5000 from
the regional district. Throughout March, thanks to
CVN volunteers Kathleen Hennig, Mike McNulty,
Ernie Stefanik, and Erna Smith, the acorns were potted
and a half-acre facility was constructed.
Reprinted from:
http://www.goert.ca/news/2013/05/comox-valley/
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CVNS Nature Walks & Activities June to September 2013
Car pool at the Old Church Theatre 755 Harmston Avenue in Courtenay. Arrive at the parking area on
Harmston Avenue to car pool 30 minutes prior to the start of the walk. Meet guides at trail heads.

Volunteers are Required to Lead Walks – Please Volunteer to be a Guide
June 22 (Saturday) Allen Lake, Cumberland. Meet 9:30am at Harmston. Leader: Fran Newson

250-339-4001.

June 29 (Saturday) Tsolum River Spirit Park (One Spot Trail Crossing to Headquarters Townsite Park) Meet
9:30 a.m. at Tsolum River Spirit Park Parking Lot Leader: Loys Maingon (Public)
July 6 (Saturday) Butterfly Count TERRY Meet at 9:30 a.m.at Harmston or 10:00 at the parking lot at Jumbo’s
Cabin. Bring a lunch or snack and a butterfly net if you have one. Leader: Terry Thormin 250- 941-5130
July 7 (Sunday) 10:30 a.m. Early Plants and Birds of Paradise Meadows Jocie Ingram
July 13 (Saturday) Mt. Arrowsmith Inter-club walk. Details to be announced
July 20-21 Young Naturalists Camping Outing on Mount Washington Leaders: Lisa Zervakis and Loys
Maingon (Open to CVN members)
July 21 SWI Ethnobotany in Paradise Meadows: 1:00 p.m. at the SWI Centre. Alison Maingon (Public)
July 28 (Sunday) Lazo Garry Oak Walk, Meet at Point Holme’s Boat launch 9:30a.m . (Public) (Loys Maingon)
July 30 (Tuesday) Nature Walk: Plants of Paradise Meadows Meet at SWI Centre 1:00 p.m.. Helen Robinson.
August 3 (Saturday) Comox Lake Watershed walk Meet at Harmston at 9:00 a.m. Head of Dam at 9:30 a.m . Loys
Maingon (Public)
August 11 (Saturday) Day hike McKenzie Meadows Hike (Douglas Lake and McKenzie Lake). It is a large
undisturbed fen full of interesting plants and interesting subalpine aquatic lakes. Leader: Loys Maingon
August 18 -19

TBA

August 25 (Sunday) Rosewall Creek Watershed Walk Meet at Harmston. at 8:30 a.m. Trailhead 9:45a.m. Leader
Loys Maingon (Public)
September 1
Pub to Pub walk at the Oyster River Meet at Harmston at 9:00 am (9:30 .a.m. at the Fishermen’s Pub
Trail head) Leader Ben Lockridge.

Please Volunteer to Lead a Field Trip
Please note: Guides: All non-member field trip participants need to sign a waiver recognizing that there are
risks inherent to all outdoor activities. On all field trips wear suitable clothing and footwear, and bring water & a snack.
No dogs please. Share travelling expenses when car-pooling.
Remember car pooling at Old Church Theatre, 755 Harmston Avenue in Courtenay, 30 minutes prior to the start of our
walks. Meet guides at trail heads. Check foot-wear and note no dogs, please.
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